Abstract. The existing SCADA software based on C/S can no longer meet the current monitoring requirement of electric power enterprises for unattended substations. The new trend of SCADA software developing is based on Web. This article introduces the key technologies and implementation approaches when Redis memory database is taken as SCADA real time data cache. And the quantitative evaluation of the effect of the implementation is carries out. Then the problems appearing when the SCADA is migrated to the B/S architecture from the C/S architecture can be solved and the system can satisfy the requirement of users.
Introduction
With the development of modern information technology, the monitoring system previously applied only to 110kV, 220kV and other high voltage substations is also beginning to be used in 35kV, 10kV and other medium voltage distribution substations. As a kind of monitoring system, SCADA gets more and more attention from the power enterprises. SCADA is also gradually transformed into a system which has functions of scheduling operation, production, operation and management [1] .
Application mode of traditional SCADA system is "Host/ terminal" or "client/ server". With the rapid development of Internet technology such as Internet and distributed computing, a new distributed application mode -"Browser/Server System" (referred to as the B/S)-is produced [2] . B/S provides a good operating mode for us to realize real-time, dynamic, cross-platform, wide area network applications.
Requirement and Background
A power operation and maintenance company needs a remote monitoring system which can meet the requirement of unattended monitoring for 35kV and 10kV distribution substations.
According to the customer demand, the SCADA system of B/S mode is decided to be used, that means the SCADA is based on Web. Many applications are restricted to existing SCADA plus common Web server functions. It is only considered in the situation that there is only a single station and a small amount of users, rather than the case of multi-stations and multi-users. The database adopts the structure of the traditional single machine real-time database and relational database. Under the traditional mode, the structure of the single machine real-time database and the relational database only provide the centralized passive access to the data and insufficient support for active access for distributed multi users. When the system scale becomes larger, the performance of single machine has become the bottleneck of SCADA system, and the performance can't be improved by increasing the lateral extension of the server. It severely restricts the application of SCADA systems, so it can't meet the needs of the users.
Based on this, we need to add a real-time data caching mechanism for SCADA system, to solve the problem of the existing SCADA system for distributed multi-user active access support capability.
System Design
We use Redis string in the SCADA system as a storage structure of real-time value, use lists as the storage structure of the event.
The configuration of each Redis node uses one master server and one slave server.
Overall Architecture
SCADA system mainly consists of the following parts (is shown in Fig. 1 ): Redis database, historical database, web server, pre server, browser, etc., each part uses the Ethernet as a data channel. Monitor data of the distribution substations are sent to the pre server through the Internet, the real-time data will be stored in the Redis database after being processed by the pre server. When the operation and maintenance personnel monitor the distribution substations through the web browser, the web server will read the corresponding data from the Redis database and generate a monitor map displaying in the browser. At the same time, the archiving process will be timed (time can be configured) to archive Redis real-time data to the historical database which will be used in historical data analysis, reporting production and other functions. Among them, the pre server, Redis database, web server and historical database all support lateral expansion. 
Redis database design
The core of SCADA real time data distribution technology based on Redis is the design of Redis database. The data in SCADA system has the following characteristics: 1. Large volume of data written to the system; 2. Periodicity of data writing; 3. Randomicity and timing in reading data. So we design from the business level and technical level, respectively. At the operational level, we refer to the IEC61970 standard for the design of the data structure in the SCADA system. The whole structure of distribution substation is: distribution substationsintervals -measuring points. All distribution substations have single number (Substation ID) under the control system. There are intervals under the distribution substations. Abstract the local station control system, the data collected at each interval are the monitoring points, each monitoring point in the power distribution station has a unique number (m ID). In this way, all the data uploaded in the Redis database has a unique number (Substation ID+ meas ID) as a distinction.
At the technical level, the real time data use the unique number (Substation ID+meas ID) as the key, the collected data value as Value. The latest data is overwritten to the Value and the data won't be deleted when being read. Events uses the method of queue, each power distribution station has a queue with Substation ID as their own key, the new event is written to the queue and won't be deleted when being read.
Aiming at the problems of large amount of data, high updating frequency, high concurrency and high availability, we use Cluster Redis cluster to deploy Redis database in order to ensure the high availability of Redis real-time database. Due to the characteristics of Redis Cluster, when the dynamic adding or reducing the node, keys in the groove need to be migrated. This process in the current implementation is still in a semi-automatic state. In order to increase the accessibility of the cluster, we configure the node as a structure of master slave, that is, one master links to one slave node. At this time, if the master node failure, the slave node will rise as the master node, the entire cluster will continue to provide services to the outside. The Schematic diagram of Redis cluster architecture is shown in Fig. 2 . 
SCADA Real-time Data Distribution Technology
The core function of SCADA system is to display the monitor pictures, the monitor pictures include the electrical wiring diagram and the real-time data. To show the different real-time monitoring screen for different users, the core is the SCADA real-time data distribution technology. To meet the business needs, we use WebSocket + Redis technology. Fig. 3 shows that real-time display process of monitor screen. ①When user wants to view electrical diagram of a distribution substations, the browser sends the Substation ID to the server and requests the server to return the electrical diagram corresponding to the number.
②The server program will return the electrical diagram to generate the web page, and then return to the browser. At this time the browser can display electrical diagram of distribution substation normally which the user request, but the real time data has not yet been shown.
③Real time data to be displayed on the electrical diagram of the distribution substation has been associated with the corresponding real-time data unique number, the browser will sent the packages of unique number to the server WebSocket program.
④The WebSocket program reads the corresponding data in the Redis cluster based on the unique number received.
⑤Redis cluster returns real time data to WebSocket program. ⑥WebSocket program pushes real-time data to the browser. At this time, the real time data has been displayed.
⑦After that, the WebSocket program will read real-time data from Redis and send it to the browser, which ensures the real-time of the data in the browser. 
Performance Test
In order to test the performance difference between the Redis database and the traditional relational database, we set up a test environment to test the performance of reading and writing in the two kinds of situations.
The hardware environment in this paper is Intel Xeon CPU E5-2609 V2, 6G memory, the system is Redhat6.4, the relational database is MySQL5.5.35, the Redis version is 3.0.7.
MySQL table contains one million data, Redis contains one million key. Fig.4 shows the Redis database read and write time in different number of concurrent. The test data indicate that the MySQL database is unable to meet the performance requirements of the current business. The reading and writing performance of Redis database under the significant pressure is better than the MySQL database in high concurrency. When the number of concurrent increases to 500, it can still maintain good performance.
Conclusion
On the basis of existing C/S architecture SCADA system, the Redis database is added as a real-time data cache, which realizes the real-time data distribution technology based on Redis. Finally, the performance of MySQL and Redis under different concurrent pressure is obtained by testing. Tests show that the system has a high performance and stability, to meet the needs of customers, and achieved good results.
